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It needs every bit of that power to compete against the other big U. Right off the bat we have a
cut-down front fender that is made to look even more insignificant by the fat front tire and
blackout fork sliders. The solo saddle comes with a generous butt-retaining lip to help the rider
deal with the arm-stretching acceleration, and it terminates over a cut-down rear fender that
looks more like a garage job than a factory one. A tucked-away taillight falls below the fender,
so the standoff turn signals are the only blemish on an otherwise clean-as-a-whistle ass end.
Pullback handlebars and forward controls put the rider in the windsock position which is fine
for around town but will be tiresome on longer trips, and I find it not very confidence inspiring
with my less-than-lengthy inseam. Tubular-steel members make up the double-downtube,
double-cradle frame with a yoke-style swingarm to finish off the standing chassis. The steering
head comes set up for 32 degrees of rake with 6. Naturally this is a trade off that makes the
Gunner less than eager in the corners. A central-mount, gas-charged monoshock supports the
rear end on three inches of travel with adjustable spring preload. Right-way-up forks support
the front end on 5. For me, the spoke, inch, cast-aluminum rims are the coolest looking feature
on the entire bike. The rear wheel also sports a mm disc with a twin-pot binder, but no linked
brakes or ABS to complicate things. Much like the non-adjustable forks, I expect non-ABS bikes
to be extinct within this decade except on the most budget-minded models. Hydraulic lifters
actuate the four-valve heads, and the mm bore and mm stroke gives us a 1, cc total
displacement with a mild 9. Nothing ruins a cruiser destined for the U. A 45 mm throttle body
feeds the beast, and the result is a solid pound-feet of torque that manages to be thrilling in
spite of its great overall weight. A standard, non-slipper clutch couples engine power to a
six-speed, constant-mesh, overdrive transmission, and a carbon-reinforced belt carries power
to the rear wheel. Almost immediately the Fat Bob presented itself as the obvious choice with
cut-down fenders, fat tires and blackout touches that call to mind the custom Bobbers of old.
Rather than riding on a hidden monoshock, Harley ran its customary dual external shock setup
and threw on blackout shrouds that blend in against the black surrounds. Beyond that, the two
are remarkably similar with touches of blackout here and there, though as usual Harley beats
the pants off all comers in the paint department. The Victory colors, while not awful, are just a
bit boring. This is a full Not exactly an entry-level bike, I expect it will make a solid first upgrade
for someone wanting to move a step up from the trainer bikes. All images featured on this
website are copyrighted to their respective rightful owners. No infringement is intended.
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systems, and, through the performance, quality, design, technology, and unmistakable sound
that we deliver with each exhaust system, all Akrapovic-equipped Victory Motorcycles cruisers
will be bikes that stand out from the rest. These handmade exhausts are like works of art. The
Gunner is a display of true American engineering muscle. Blow away everything on the road
with this 6-Speed Overdrive Transmission. Shift smoothly, powerfully, and confidently whether
on the highway or downtown. It delivers instant throttle response and outstanding power you
can unleash on demand. Use the power to enjoy the best cruising, to head out onto the open
road, and to manage traffic with passing power to spare. When traction is compromised, the
ABS immediately and automatically provides reliable braking to help you stop quickly. The
comfortable Victory Gunner seat has a narrow straddle point so your legs extend directly to the
pavement from the The mid-mounted controls put the rider in an active, engaged riding
position. This sleek solo seat offers the ideal combo of cushion and support. It also puts a rider
in a position of confidence-inspiring control. For 2-up riding, add the accessory passenger seat
â€” and pegs or floorboards â€” of your choice. Add comfort, convenience, extra style,
protection and more with Victory Accessories. Every Victory accessory undergoes the same
rigorous testing as our motorcycles, so they install easily, fit properly, and deliver outstanding
performance. Akr
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apovic Slip-Ons fully satisfy EC noise and emission standards. Fuel Capacity Litres 4. Front
Suspension Conventional telescopic fork, 43 mm diameter, 5. Brake system type Conventional
with ABS Standard Front braking system mm floating rotor with 4-piston caliper Rear braking
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